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Common Safety Concerns
Always follow all safety policies regarding
pneumatic tool setup and use.
This includes:
Interior trim nailers (15-guage to 18-guage) are
approved to be operated only by trained staff,
AmeriCorps, and Regular volunteers.

Trim nailers are approved to be used at any time in the presence
of daily volunteers while maintaining a 6’ safety radius.
Always detach the hose before leaving a nailer unattended.

Air Hoses:
• Do not run air hoses through metal or other sharp openings without padding.
• Protect hoses from hazards like heaters, high-traffic areas, and sharp edges.
• Do not fasten air hoses with staples, nails, or suspend by wire.

Materials
Casing

Casing is used to trim
around doors, around attic
accesses, and under sills.

Is 2 ¼” tall and comes in 8’ and
16’ lengths.

• Use 8’ sticks for sides of doors –
use 16’ sticks for everything else.

Baseboard
Is 3” tall and comes in 16’ lengths.
Baseboard is used only to trim the bottom
of walls where they meet the floor.

Door Casing
Where to install?
We fully case (all three sides)
all hinged doors.
We do not fully case:
 By-pass doors
 Bi-fold doors
 Windows

When to install?
Casing over carpet gets
installed before carpet.
Casing over tile gets
installed after tile.

Door Casing
Use a little wood glue at the mitered
corners to prevent cracking of the seam.

Everyone has their favorite method
for measuring, marking, cutting, and
installing door casing. However you
install casing, follow these standards:

Use at least 2” 16-gauge finish nails to secure the thick
edge/middle of casing to the blocking or king stud behind.
Use no more than 18-gauge brad nails to secure thin
edge of casing to door jamb to prevent any gaps.

Reveal (distance
between the
edge of the door
jamb and the
edge of casing)
should be 3/16”

Casing above carpet areas
should be raised ½” above floor.

Door Casing
If doors are installed too close to corners there
may not be enough room for a full piece of casing.

You’ll have to trim the corner off
of the top piece of casing, too.

Measure from edge of door
jamb to inside of drywall corner
and subtract 3/16” for reveal.

Measure top and bottom,
rip casing to the smaller of
the two measurements.

Baseboard | Nailing Pattern
Use at least 2” 16-gauge finish nails to attach baseboard to framing.
2 nails per stud

and 1 nail angled slightly to hit
bottomplate midway between studs.

Make sure to hit framing!
It may look fine now, but if nails don't hit framing the baseboard will pull
away from the wall with time, crack the caulk, and open ugly gaps.

Baseboard | Installation
Baseboard in tile areas should be nailed as tightly as possible to top of tile.
Push down to slightly bend baseboard to match any slight height differences as
best as possible to minimize gaps.

All baseboard in carpet
areas should be nailed ½”
above floor.
Have volunteers set each
pieces on ½” spacers (scrap
baseboard) before nailing.

Where one piece of baseboard will span a carpet and tile area:
Begin the piece over carpet area with a ½” gap above floor.
Let piece fall gently closer to floor until it rests directly on top of tile at transition.
It is better to have a piece too low over carpet area than too high over tile.

Baseboard | Joints
Where two pieces are necessary on a long wall (greater than 16'):
•
•
•
•

Join the pieces on a stud.
Cut the joining edge of each piece at overlapping 45-degree angles.
Use a little wood glue at joint to prevent them from separating.
Nail each end directly into the stud.

Baseboard | Interior Corners
Baseboard at interior corners will join a 90° cut with a coped cut.
Why coped corners?
When cut and laid out properly, coped corners minimize the visible gaps
that are created when homes naturally shift and caulk eventually fails.
The gap is nearly invisible from
this view, even when caulk fails.

When carefully cut, a coped
corner fits perfectly even
when the wall isn’t square.
Why not mitered corners?
Mitered corners may look good when newly installed and caulked, but when the
home settles and the caulk cracks, that gap is plainly visible from all points of the
room. And if your walls aren’t perfectly square, that gap is obvious even with caulk.

Baseboard | Interior Corners
Start with layout.
Which cuts go where?

1) The wall across from the door is the highest profile,
so that baseboard gets a 90° cut on each end.
2) From that wall, work your way
around the rest of the room.
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Baseboard | Interior Corners
Most pieces will have a coped cut on one end and a 90° on the other.
Most rooms will follow this basic layout:
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Note: It’s best to never cope both ends of a board. If you have to trim a little off, it
takes three cuts on two saws to adjust a cope, as opposed to one cut to trim a 90° end.

Baseboard | Interior Corners
On the Right:

Making a coped cut:

On the Left:

1) Cut an “inside” 45°

1) Start with piece upside-down.
Cut an “inside” 45°

2) Flip the piece, and cut
a 90° stopping here:

2) Cut a 90° stopping here:

Baseboard | Interior Corners
3) Measure from this point and cut
the other end of the board.

4) Finish the cut with a
hand coping saw.
Follow the curve of the
paint as closely as you can.

5) Test the cut against
another piece; adjust
by filing if necessary.

Baseboard | Exterior Corners
Baseboard at exterior corners will meet at two outside 45°
mitered cuts joining tightly.
Cut each piece 1/16” longer than
the wall measurement to ensure
they meet as tightly as possible.
Nail corner together first, then nail
remainder of baseboard length.
If there is a gap between the
baseboard and wall, be careful not to
close it too forcefully or it may
separate the joint at the corner.

Baseboard | Closet Doors
For all bypass and bi-fold closet doors:

Do not install any baseboard
on this opening surface.

Measure tight to the corner
of the closet opening.

First cut piece to 90°, then to 45°
starting at the top of the curve.

Baseboard | Stair Stringers
Install baseboard directly on top of stair stringers.

Remember the stud pattern may
change between floors, and there
is no bottomplate to nail into.

Baseboard | Connecting to Stairs
At the bottom:
End the baseboard running down
the stair stringer with a plumb cut
flush with the end of the stringer.

Resume the baseboard at
the floor, butting into the
base of the stringer.

At the top:
Join the stair and floor pieces of
baseboard in a tight angle.
Find that angle by extending each piece
of baseboard (trace it on the wall).

Mark their intersecting points. Hold a scrap
piece of baseboard in place and mark where
that angle will begin and end on piece.

Baseboard | Connecting to Stairs at Platforms
The same principles apply at any stair platforms:
Leave baseboard on platforms
½” high (for carpet).

Baseboard butts into
stair riser at platforms
just like it butts into
stringers at bottom.

Leave a ½” gap between baseboard
and platform riser (for carpet)

Baseboard

Not in front of the tub

At fixtures and appliances

Where do we install baseboard
in kitchens and baths?
Under the
dishwasher

Behind the refrigerator

Not behind the range

